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He lacked refinement, culture, 

He had no charm of form or face, 

To see him read would pain your sight, 

“Iwas misery for him to write 

And vet, like all that's human, he 

Had one trait humanity 

And that the best, I might here state 
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Spencer went back 

donned his suit, \ 
later he ascended the 

mond Hall. He 
ladies in the 

marched into the hall, and 

ather glad to find that the banquet 

wis not to be of the usual political for 

men-only character. At the head of 

the stairs he noticed a door standing | 

open, and looking through into 

brightly lighted anteroom he saw his 
old friend The impulse was too 

strong to resist, and he passed in the 

doorway and held out his hand 

“What's the matter with 

erts?’ he laughingly called, 

In an instant his friend's 

gripped his, 

“Spencer, old man, glad to 

you!" He pushed Spencer off a little 
amd held him there, “You are looking 
prime.” he said. “And, by George, you | 
are just in time.” He laughed as he 
spoke and looked at Spencer with soch | 
# comical expression that it instantly 

recalled to the latter some amusing | 

expériences of the dear old school days, | 

“What mischief are you up to?" 2 
cried. “But, here, U's in the way. | 
Don't let me bother you, Hl see you | 

in the morning.” i 

“Hold on,” cried Jim, with a plunge | 

at him, “you don't get away from we | 
to-night. You stay right here until 1 
can properly dispose of you.” i 
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Spencer noticed that bis friend had n 
crumpled telegram in his hand, bat he | 

thrust it in his pocket as he drew | 
Spencer into the room and foreed him 
lato a corner. A moment later there 

‘following 

{Jim 

! guest 

only 

then Spencer found himself with ils 

hand on the arm of Palmyra's Mayor, 

closely in the 
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A little later in the 

open alr, Anna walking with Speacer 

and Mr. and Mrs, Jim going ahead. 

“It was splendid,” murmured Anna, 

“splendid. You see, you can do some 

thing well if you really try.” 

“I'm you doubted 

they were nut 
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“i never doubted it.” said 

regretted that youn lacked for 

give my piain speaking-the incentive 

fo try.” 

“Well Inughed let's 

glad that we ean charge it to pure in 

dotence. It might have been something 

worse, you know. Next week 1 take a 

position in the bank.” 
“Good,” marmared Annan, 

Spencer, Iyer 

| were some hurried Introductions, and | Iwo know what 

led me through that speech to night?” 
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THE ARMY RATION, 

Present Food of Our Soldiers Unsuitable For 

the Tropics. 
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partment 

officers at 1 

Washington, 
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Ihe Ancients and Gems. 

Ancient writers 

more especially on the occult qualities 

or rather than their value, 

seem 

gens on 

| and quaint ideas are current in regard 

{ to 

Anna, “1 

them. Onomacritus, 

founder of Hellenic 

MK, in speaking 

sald that 

this 

a priest 

mysteries, B.C. 
of the erystal, once 

goes Into the temple 
hand may be quite 

“whose 

with in his 

sire of having his prayer granted, as | 

| the gods cannot withstand its power.” 

The Romans were at one period very 

| extravagant in their use of gems, for, 

C sels were 

“Next fall Uncle Tom intends to ran | 

me for the Legislature, with the un 

derstanding that this is to be a step. 

ping stone to Congress,” 

“After hearing you this 

anid Anna softly, “I think 

field you are fitted for” 

There was a pause, 

a little farther. 

“Do you know,” hie asked abruptly, 

“what it i= that has awakened me?” 

“Nao” she answered, 

“It 1s love,” he sald, 

He looked down at her 

was averted, 

“Po vou know whit 

this is the 

They fell back 

bronght rae 
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according to Pliny, they drank out of a 

ass of gems and their drinking ves 

formed of emeralds, Cone 

wae the first sovereign who 

The 

digtmond today ranks third in value, 

precedence being taken by the pearl 

and the Burtmab aby. This is due to 

the great abundance of the diamond 
uinee the opening of the South African 

mines. Hardness is the test of the 

diamond if a mineral cannot be cut by 

a ruby or sapphire it must be a dia. 
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Eight millions a year isn't enough for 

William. He mil 

in hix twenty-four palaces he 

keeps 1.500 lackeys and more than 2, 

000 maid and there are his 

royal stables and kennels and covers 

and cotex and playhouses, ote, not 

mention his family Hix expenses 

Emperor wands ten 

SOTVanis, 

io 

| would pay for three or four new bat 

{ tleships per annum 

and | goes 

He 
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feels that Germany 

high, 
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What a lesson of contentment for 

men of moderate means is taught by 

the story of George Smith, who, with 

a fortune of 100000000 behind him, 

supplied all the want of life on $3 a 

day! The late Cornelius Vanderbilt 

hardly spent more for hizx personal 

Russell Sage probably spends 

Jay Gould lived chiefly on tea 

aid toast. The Duke of Westminster | 

was a man of frogal habits, No ordi | 

pary business man lives more simply 

than Rockefeller or Carnegie. This | 

is an important lesson. It should be | 

preached and explained and insisted 

on for the benefit of the’ scheming 

giragglors after  wealth-the lesson 

that wenlth has its limits, that it does 

not bring happiness, and that all the 

truest nid highest pleasures of life are | 

within the reach of men of moderate | 

means, and that they are deuied to the 

lords of millions, 
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the r0- jdea for heavy in 

extension of it in other directions 

will not be long before auntotrucks for 

heavy haulage widely 

asad. and then will cote some applica 

tion of the 

The British automobile wagon has al 

ready made a good beginning. being 

in cities are 

game idea to 

now used In rivalry to freight trains | 

short distances, Rigns point 

this as the next phase of development 

in this line 

The truly ambitions workman will 

work with good materials when he can, | 

but with poor materiale rather than | 

with none. It has been said of a fa. 

mous painter that he made a fine pie 

ture with a burnt stick on a barn door, 

and of another that he could produce | 

noble artistic «ects with a hiruxh 

wade of halr from his cat's ail We 

read of mathematicians too who have | 

worked out intricate problems on a. 

pleee of leather, 

perior to clreumstanees, 

fiening ix always su. 

philosophines | 

The ten tal | 
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Perhaps no figures in the forthoom: 

ing census will prove fuller of interest 
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the country. | 
{an alligator hide tough enough to turn 
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10 | 
| or just behind the forefoot to insure 

| capture. 

| which shot a round bullet of soft lead, 

1 did 

| the scales, 
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| jacketed projectile through scale, fi 

{and bone no matter at what angle \% 

| may happen to strike. 
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NEW USE OF EXHAUST 

How Waste Steam May Run An Auxiliary 
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A shout from the passengers ended 
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An Alligater's Tough Hide. 

The older an alligator gets the bigger 

it pets, and higger it gets the 

pher its hide is bat there was never 
the 

one of the modern small calibre pro 

jectiles Formerly 11 was the conse that 

the sanrian must be struck in the eye 

The old mwuzzledoading rifle, 

not have the force to penetrate 

The Winchester, however, 

will go throngh if it strikes fairly and 
pew 3030 will throw its nickel 

The alligator 

| hunters, however, have not yet risen 

| to the dignity of owning the most mod. 

ern weapons, The Winchester rifle, or 

carbine, 1s the best they have been able 

and many of them are still 

armed with muskets left in Louisiana 
as & heritage from the Civil War, Even 
with weapons so crude, It is possible 
for a ‘gatorioan, as they are locally 
called, to go out and earn $5 three 

times a week, Por one Jiving down here 
| that is a great deal of money. The age 

| the animals will reach is not definitely 
known, but it is certain that If ondise 
furbed they will go over a hnodred. |  


